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The aim of the research is to find out the influence of the Nazi regime on preservation of historical book collections, which were established in Jewish societies, schools, religious organizations and private houses in Latvia until the first Soviet occupation (1940/1941). At the beginning, libraries of Jewish associations and other institutions were expropriated by the Soviet power, which started the elimination of Jewish books and periodicals published in the independent Republic of Latvia. The massive destruction of Jewish literature collections was carried out by Nazi occupation authorities (1941-1944/45), proclaiming Jews and Judaism as their main “enemies”. However, digitized archives of Nazi organizations (mainly documents of the Reichsleiter Rosenberg Taskforce) shows that a small part of the Latvian Jewish book collections was preserved for research purposes and after the Second World War scattered in different countries. Analysis of archival documents will clarify the Nazi strategy for Latvian Jewish book collections. It will be determined which book values survived the war and what their further fate in the second half of the 1940s was.
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INTRODUCTION

The history of Latvian ethnic minorities, including that of Jewish libraries, has so far been studied in a fragmented way. In the last twenty years, the Jewish Holocaust during the Nazi occupation has been the subject of in-depth study, whereas expropriation and further use of Jewish property related thereto has been addressed only in a few minor articles, as there are not many original sources of these processes in Latvia. The studies on the expropriation of Latvian Jewish property are mainly based on documents of the
Soviet power: files of Committee for State Security concerning persons accused of particularly anti-state crimes (National Archives of Latvia, State Archives of Latvia, Collection No 1986), as well as materials of the Extraordinary State Commission for Ascertaining and Investigating Crimes Perpetrated by the German-Fascist Invaders and their Accomplices (National Archives of Latvia, Latvian State Historical Archives, Collection No P-132), but they often include casual and tendentious information. There are not many original documents of the Nazi authorities on the seizure of Jewish property. The confiscation, relocation and destruction of Latvian Jewish cultural values, including book collections, during Nazi occupation have not attracted the attention of researchers, possibly due to the scarcity of primary sources in Latvia.

In other countries, such as Lithuania, Germany, Austria, France not only academic volumes and monographs, but also a range of popular science publica-
tions have been dedicated to the destinies of Jewish libraries looted by Nazis. In a number of Western European countries, databases of cultural values expropriated by Nazis are created, where art items taken from Jews are included as priorities. The creators of databases often also added reviews of Nazi cultural policies in the occupied territories.

The aim of this study is to assess the activities of Nazis with the libraries of their main “enemies” – the Jews – in Latvia in order to determine how they affected the preservation of local Jewish book collections. The study outlines changes within the library system during the first year of Soviet occupation, which also affected Jewish libraries. Their situation at the beginning of Nazi occupation and relocation/destruction in the following years has been reviewed in detail. In the end, the paths of Jewish books after World War II are outlined, highlighting the main challenges while exploring them. The basis of the study are publications in press and books about Jewish life in the independent Republic of Latvia and during the first year of Soviet occupation (1940/1941). The Nazi politics was explored using document collections of the Reichsleiter Rosenberg Taskforce (Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg, ERR), the main supervisory authority of the cultural values of the occupied territories, available digitally online. These collections, offered by the German Federal Archives, as well as by the Central State Archive of Supreme Bodies of Power and Government of Ukraine include materials on the activities of the ERR and thus allow to reconstruct the situation of local Jewish libraries during the Nazi occupation.

THE JEWISH COMMUNITY IN THE INDEPENDENT REPUBLIC OF LATVIA

In the 1930s, Jews were among the most active ethnic groups in the independent Republic of Latvia. Two thirds of Jews (over 66%) lived in the largest cities of Latvia: Riga, Daugavpils and Liepāja, where they enjoyed an intense cultural and religious life, and a vast network of educational institutions. Even after the coup d’état of Kārlis Ulmanis (1877–1942) in May 1934, followed by restrictions on the freedom of expression and assembly, Jewish social, cultural and educational activities were not much affected. However, due to the international economic crisis and the rapid spread of the nationalist-socialist ideas, financial support from abroad declined, and Latvian organizations were forced to restrict aid. In Riga, where almost half (more than 43,000) of the Latvian Jews lived, approximately 60 different Jewish associations were active in 1935-1936 – in the education sector, social care, sports, defence of inter-
ests of separate professions.\textsuperscript{9} In the School Year 1939/1940, 60 Jewish schools, 11 secondary schools and five vocational schools operated in Latvia.\textsuperscript{10} In almost every city, even in some parishes, there was a synagogue or Jewish prayer house – about 170 in total.\textsuperscript{11} Especially intensive religious life was observed in Daugavpils, with more than 42 synagogues, prayer houses, as well as Judaica studying institution Yeshiva.\textsuperscript{12} Being active readers of public libraries\textsuperscript{13}, Jews
developed collections of books in their societies and schools, where literature in Yiddish and Hebrew was concentrated. These libraries were maintained from contributions and donations from members and subscribers, they were supported by local governments (e.g. Riga), and the Cultural Foundation. The oldest organizations had developed extensive collections. For example, the Library and Reading Room of the Jewish Education Society, founded in Riga in 1898 (opened to members in 1900), contained more than 13,000 volumes in 1930, mainly Jewish research literature. The largest Jewish libraries were well-organized: they had their own budget, alphabetical and systematic catalogues and a reading room. Although, according to statistics, there were only 11 Jewish institutional libraries in Latvia, in fact there were significantly more – in schools where Yiddish or Hebrew was taught, as well as in major congregations. Jews also maintained commercial libraries, offering topical literature in Latvian, German, Russian, English, Hebrew and Yiddish. In 1935, “Padežina library”, inherited from predecessors by Daugavpils' bookseller Sholom Adelberg (1896-1941), stored 7,000 volumes. The bookstore-library of Esther Ettinger (1885-1941?), situated at the centre of Riga, Brīvības Street, attracted readers with foreign publications in psychology, pedagogy, law, art and history. Already in 1930 her library contained almost 10,000 volumes. Due to the owner’s belief or in order to attract new clients, “reliable readers” were also offered illegal literature from the Soviet Union. Thanks to regular advertising in the press, attractive show-windows and systematically renewed collections, the largest Jewish commercial libraries were popular. For example, one of E. Ettinger’s libraries had 5,400 readers in 1930.

JEWISH LIBRARIES DURING THE YEAR OF SOVIET OCCUPATION

Mass relocation of Jewish book collections started in the first year of Soviet occupation, when all societies and private schools, also those of Jews, were liquidated and companies, including bookstores and commercial libraries, were nationalized. Legal press, books and other literature issued in the independent Republic of Latvia, which was not acceptable for the new regime, had to be removed from Jewish libraries and bookstores, and disposed of as waste paper. All Jewish educational institutions had to switch from Hebrew to Yiddish, which resulted in the decline of demand for literature in Hebrew. The aggressive campaign against Judaism in the press caused decrease in attendance of synagogues; some of them were closed. For example, in Jēkabpils, one of
three synagogues was given to the town for setting up of flats. The collections of books of liquidated institutions went under the control of municipalities or the state. The main recipient of the Jewish libraries was the State Library (now the National Library of Latvia), which had been granted the rights to books of liquidated organisations since 1922. The State Library received the Library of the Jewish Education Society. It was also officially entitled to the Library of the Riga Jewish Social Society. However, at the beginning of the Nazi occupation it was still located at Skolas Street 6, which was why the Nazis could freely assess and distribute it as they wished.
JEWISH BOOK COLLECTIONS DURING NAZI OCCUPATION

The Nazi Army crossed the Latvian border on 22 June 1941. In July, the entire territory of Latvia came under Nazi rule, which lasted four years in Riga – until 13 October 1944, while in the western part of Latvia – until 8 May 1945.

On Hitler’s order from 17 July 1941, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia and part of Belarus were joined in one administrative unit, called Ostland. It was administered by Ostland State Commissariat (Reichskommissariat Ostland) under the control of the former Schleswig-Holstein Gauleiter Hinrich Lohse (1896–1964). The chief body of civil administration in the Latvian General District (Generalbezirk Lettland) was Commissioner General (Generalkommissariat in Riga). Its head was the former Lübeck City Mayor Otto Drechsler (1895–1945).

Looting of Jewish private property began with the extermination of Jews and creation of ghettos (only personal accessories, clothes and simplest furniture were allowed to be brought to the ghetto) immediately after the occupation in July 1941. The property of Jews who supported the Soviet regime and had fled to Russia was also expropriated. Therefore, until September 1941, when the civil administration was established in the whole territory of Latvia, research libraries were allowed to acquire some book collections that were left without an owner. So, in August 1941, the unified Land Library in Riga, which included the former State Library, Misiņš Library, the Library of the Society for the Research of History and Antiquity in Riga (Gesellschaft für Geschichte und Altertumskunde zu Riga) and the remainder of the Library of Riga City, which had almost completely burned down on 29 June, received the collections of communists, including Jews, that had fled to Russia. In this way, 11,000 volumes were collected. In some places Jewish book collections were discarded, partly sold or even destroyed. For example, in Liepāja, part of Jewish private book stocks was sold to an antiquarian, who had lost his shop in a fire. Jewish literature in Madona, Balvi and Valmiera was completely liquidated without the order of the competent authorities. In its turn, literature from many Jewish apartments in Riga had disappeared, as the apartments were already taken over by the Nazi institutions. This can be explained by the fact that at the beginning the Nazis did not have a clear cultural policy. Hitler planned to blow up the Soviet Union in a short “lightning war” (Blitzkrieg) and celebrate Christmas in Moscow.

In the autumn local librarians’ access to the “enemies” collections was blocked, as inspections, transfer and destruction thereof could only be carried
out by the ERR. Upon Hitler’s order on 5 July 1940, it was allowed to search libraries, archives, as well as the property of Jews in the occupied lands, to loot literature that was necessary for the scientific and political activity of the Nazi party, and for the central library of the “higher school” of the party (Zentralbibliothek der Hohen Schule der NSDAP). In practice, ERR took over all collections left without an owner and determined their fate quite freely, respecting only the demands of other Nazi authorities. Armed with special powers, the
Taskforce undertook the evaluation of the collections held in research and public libraries, as well as other institutions, identifying the literature of the “enemies to world beliefs” and creating resource catalogues useful to the “higher school” and other Nazi institutions. In Riga, as administrative centre of Ostland, two ERR units were established: the Main Working Group for Ostland (Hauptarbeitgruppe Ostland) and the Working Group for Latvia (Arbeitsgruppe Lettland). Both operated in the same building on Vilhelms Purvītis Street 6a (now Ausekļa Street), which was located in the Riga Art Nouveau quarter. Thus, they had more staff and material resources than other groups in the eastern regions and could carry out the processing and transfer of book collections not only from Ostland but also from the occupied part of Russia and Ukraine.

In August 1941, an order was issued for the removal of Jewish literature from circulation, which applied to publications of any content in any language. Libraries had to compile lists of removed books, which were sent to the Wehrmacht Propaganda Department, Commander in Ostland (Propaganda-Abteilung beim Wehrmachtsbefehlshaber Ostland) through Latvian self-administrations, and became the basis for published lists of removed books that came out in 1941-1942. The literature of Jews and other “enemies” of Nazis from bookstores and libraries was to be concentrated in each district in one place and, as far as possible, transferred to Riga, to a special collection point at Wolter von Plettenberg avenue 22 (now Elizabetes Street) or handed over to local collection centres until ERR would review it. Since one storage was not enough, “harmful” literature was placed in another building at Skolas Street 10. After the first sorting, the looted literature was transferred to ERR basements at V. Purvītis Street 6a. This way Nazis came into possession of those bookholdings that had been stored at state and municipal institutions during Soviet occupation or remained in synagogues and prayer houses.

According to reports from provincial officials, collections of Jewish literature in the countryside were in a bad state. For example, in Daugavpils (Latgale) book collections had been preserved only in 15 out of 27 synagogues, in total over 1,300 volumes. The largest number (300 books) was found in a small wooden Traders’ synagogue, and about 100 books in four more synagogues. Daugavpils Music School was established in a prayer house, whose management had preserved Jewish books in a separate box. Jewish literature had also been gathered by Daugavpils City Library and bookstore. It was intended to take this “harmful” book collection to Riga, but it was difficult to obtain transport of adequate capacity during the war. The array of books came to the capital only in the summer of 1942.
ERR showed particular interest in the Ludza Rabbinical Library, which was still publicly available at the beginning of the Nazi occupation. It contained not only a spectacular collection of literature in Hebrew, but also extensive rabbinical correspondence. It seems that the owner of the collection was the last rabbi of Ludza Benzion Donchin (1968-1941), a well-known researcher of Jewish history and publisher. Unfortunately, the further path of these valuable items is unknown.

Book collections of other rabbis of Latgale were also looted, more than 600 volumes were taken from the rabbi of Viļāni and Jewish Elementary School, whereas from the library of Varakļāni rabbi almost 1,200 books were looted. However, Nazis kept the copies of only about twenty libraries of rabbis and synagogues. It should be noted that not quite the entire Jewish spiritual literature was shredded or taken out of Latvia. For example, the equipment and prayer books of Tukums synagogue in Kurzeme had survived the war in a

37 Izglītības un kultūras lietu ģenerāldirekcija visiem bibliotēkām vaditājiem 1941. G. 1. augustā: [Order of the Directorate-General for Education and Culture to all librarians, issued on 1 August 1941], in: LNA, LVVA, Coll. P-1489 Coll. P-1489 (Rīgas pilsētas izglītības valde) [Education Department of Riga City], Inv. 3, F. 1, p. 1.
39 Izglītības un kultūras ģenerāldirekcija. Mākslas un kultūras departaments [Directorate-General for Education and Culture, Department of Arts and Cultural Affairs]. Visiem pilsētu un pagastu vecākiem 1941. gada 25. novembrī [For all elders of cities and parishes on November 25, 1941]. LNA, LVVA, Coll. 946 (Department of Arts and Cultural Affairs), Inv. 1c, F. 36, p. 226.
41 Ibid, p. 73.
42 Daugavpils pilsētas vecākie 1941. gada 22. janvārī [Report of Daugavpils city elder on January 22, 1941]. LNA, LVVA, Coll. 946, Inv. 1c, F. 36, p. 155.
warehouse, although rabbi Levi Lichtenstein had died in 1941 along with other Jews. One representative of the synagogue also appealed to the Land Library to save manuscripts and ancient books from Jewish shrines. Since the National Library of Latvia holds several Torah and other Jewish religious manuscripts (without any proprietary marks), this appeal was most likely to be fulfilled. However, illegal retention of books in the libraries of Riga was a difficult task, as there were many employees of the ERR: local libraries were often controlled, their collections thoroughly purged from “harmful” literature.

ERR was greatly interested in the Land Library, since it was clear that a part of the collections of the liquidated Jewish organisations were now in the possession of the library. Despite the protests of the Director, ERR representatives stayed in the library for a prolonged period of time and reviewed its book collections, looting the necessary printed works, which mainly consisted of unprocessed holdings. Only the officially allowed number of copies of “unwanted” printed works was to remain at the Library (two copies per edition).

In the autumn of 1941, following the guidelines of ERR Sonderstab Bibliothek representative and former Director of the State Library of Estonia Gottlieb Ney (1881–1973), processing of collected materials, which included “(...) scientific works of older and recent times, as well as fiction of all times and folks” began. Jewish book holdings were divided into several categories. Thus, politically neutral printed works, such as German classics whose authors, publishers or editors were not Jewish, were generously given to other ERR units, research institutes and libraries, as well as schools, soldiers’ headquarters, hospitals. Literature in Jewish languages (in Yiddish, Hebrew and Aramaic script) was separated and stored in a basement. Only those who mastered these languages were allowed to process them, as the title of each work was to be transcribed in accordance with “Prussian instructions” and translated into German. It was expected that most of the literature would go to the first branch of the Party’s Hohe Schule – the Institute for Research of the Jewish Question (Institut zur Erforschung der Judenfrage), which was officially opened on 26 March 1941 in Frankfurt am Main by A. Rosenberg. Its library, which was mainly made up of Jewish property looted in the occupied territories, was to become the most complete Judaica collection not only in Europe, but throughout the world.

As about half of the Jewish literature collection stored in ERR’s basement was Talmud commentary and prayer books in Aramaic, but there were no experts of this language in the ERR Riga units, the former Director of the Kurzeme Province Museum, ERR employee Herbert Gotthard (1899–1983?) suggested that Jews from Riga Ghetto be involved in the processing of collected materi-
However, this proposal was rejected. An indirect explanation comes from a letter by Gerhard Wunder (1908-1988), head of the Main Working Group for Ostland, to ERR's leadership in Berlin. G. Wunder pointed out that, although it would certainly be possible to find proficient users of the Aramaic language within the Ghetto, their involvement in translation would not be desirable, as some books would disappear or be concealed, and false translations would be provided on purpose. This letter was apparently based on Nazi experience, as contemporary research on the collections of Lithuanian Jewish books during the Nazi occupation suggests that Jewish intellectuals risked their lives and used every opportunity to save cultural heritage from destruction and harm the regime. It should be emphasized that the ERR units did not reject the labour force of “the enemy” – by March 1943, 20 Jews were employed by them.


53 Instruktionen für die alphabetischen Kataloge der Preußischen Bibliotheken und für den Preußischen Gesamtkatalog [Instructions for the alphabetical catalogues of the Prussian libraries and for the complete Prussian catalogue].


59 ERR Hauptarbeitsgruppe Ostland. Arbeitsgruppe Lettland [Maier]. An das Wehrmachts-
They, like other representatives of the “lower” nations, were involved in technical work, such as re-writing catalogue cards. The work of both Latvians and Jews were monitored by the Germans.

Johannes Pohl (1904-1960), a senior researcher at the Institute for Research of the Jewish Question, was expected to assess the Judaica collection. As an expert of Judaism, he evaluated Jewish books in all occupied eastern territories, including Latvia, and wrote anti-Semitic propaganda brochures. J. Pohl spent two to three weeks in the March of 1942 for assessment of the holdings of Riga. Half of 35 thousand volumes were selected as waste paper, including not only volumes with defects, but also “redundant” copies of the Talmud, prayer books and the Bible. J. Pohl selected 17 thousand volumes for transportation to the Institute for Research of the Jewish Question, including at least 500 old prints (issued in 15th-18th century). Only “special” editions (200 volumes) were selected from prayer books. Periodicals of Latvian and foreign Jews and 100 manuscripts were also prepared for the Institute. The first shipment – 108 boxes – was ready on 27 April. Another 21 boxes followed in May 1942. J. Pohl assessed the first shipment for 96,000 reichsmarks, stating that the next would be even more valuable.

In April 1943 the Institute for Research of the Jewish Question had already gathered 550,000 volumes, about half were sent from the occupied eastern territories, including those of Riga, Vilnius, and Kaunas. The stock received from Riga was arranged on the shelves, while more than half of the volumes of the library were still in the boxes.

ERR DISCUSSIONS ON JEWISH LITERATURE

ERR did not have a common view on further activities of looted literature. G. Wunder, head of the Main Working Group for Ostland, proposed almost complete elimination, leaving in the occupied eastern areas only as much Jewish literature as is necessary for local studies, as well as for the Institute for Research of the Jewish Question in Frankfurt. Like many other ERR ideologists, he put the sign of equality between Jews and Bolshevism, therefore, he considered the Jewish literature of the the occupied eastern territories to be as harmful as the Bolshevist literature.

In turn, Karl Brethauer (1906-1992), Head of the ERR Assessment Unit, felt that elimination should not be rampant, as the collections could prove to be useful. He, along with A. Rosenberg, supported the idea of establishing museums of “Supranational powers” (Überstaatliche Mächte) in every district, which
would provide access to the materials on Nazi opponents: Bolshevism, Freemasonry, Atheists, but mainly – Jews. For this purpose, Jewish materials should be preserved in large quantities. He stressed that handing over for processing is always an option.\footnote{71}

Indeed, the number of institutions that wanted to obtain the “harmful” Jewish literature grew. It was compiled by the Antisemitic Institute organised in August 1941, which was officially under the authority of the Latvian self-government, and the staff was selected from the “local” population, but in practice it received instructions from the Nazi authorities.\footnote{72} Its official task was to investigate the role of Jews in Latvia, but the actual one – to prepare antisemitic propaganda materials: brochures and various types of information

\footnote{61}{ERR Sonderstab Bibliothek. Arbeitsgruppe Ostland [Ney, Gottlieb]. Arbeitsbericht für die Woche vom 15.-20.12.41. Reval, d.21.12.41 TsdAVO, Coll. 3676, Inv. 1, F. 136, p. 301.}
\footnote{64}{ERR Hauptarbeitsgruppe Ostland. Arbeitsgruppe Lettland [Maier]. An die ERR Stabsführung. Judaica für Judeninstitut Frankfurt, Riga, am 27. April 1942.1 TsdAVO, Coll. 3676, Inv. 1, F. 233, p. 323.}
\footnote{67}{[ERR]. Pohl J. Die Bibliothek zur Erforschung der Judenfrage. 29. April 1943. BArch, Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg, NS 30/19.}
\footnote{68}{Ibid.}
\footnote{72}{ERR Rundschreiben vom 19.2.1942 an alle Arbeitsgruppen im Ostland. TsdAVO, Coll. 3676, Inv. 1, F. 147, p. 328–329.}
for press, broadcasts, as well as exhibitions. For this purpose, the Institute asked for Jewish books from the storages of “harmful” literature created by the Latvian self-government. In January 1942, the press reported that the Institute had already acquired 10,000 volumes, including the ones looted from apartments and ghettos of Jews, to form a “(...) vast library of different languages with studies and articles on Jews, (...) as well as literature written by Jews themselves.” However, in March J. Pohl received information that some hundred volumes from Riga libraries were selected for the Institute, some of which would be returned to ERR. Apparently, the Institute manipulated with information depending on the profitability of each situation.

Reichskommissariat Ostland demanded one copy of each looted edition, although the local library of ERR in Riga was wide open to it. Left-oriented and Communist Jewish literature in local languages was transferred to the Rosenberg Eastern Library (Ostbücherei Rosenberg), where literature on Bolshevism and the occupied eastern regions was compiled. Its basic collection was in Berlin, but duplicate holdings were stored in Riga, Kiev and Minsk. In the second half of 1943, the Berlin collection was evacuated to Ratibor (Poland), where the duplicate holdings gradually ended up. While some Jewish bibliophile collections from Lithuania and Estonia were kept apart from other stocks, printed works of Latvian Jews were obviously not considered so valuable to be separated from the entire collection of the library.

In November 1942, upon the instructions of ERR, Jewish literature not yet destroyed was to be reserved for the Reich Main Security Office (Reichssicherheitshauptamt), which formed a collection of materials on Jews of the occupied eastern regions. As the printed works and manuscripts on this topic were also of interest to the Institute for Research of the Jewish Question, not much material could have been sent from Latvia – when allocating printed works, ERR preferred party institutions and subordinate institutions of A. Rosenberg.

Despite the great demand for Jewish literature, the opinion of G. Wunder prevailed, as he was promoted in August 1942 to the Head of ERR Selection and Assessment Unit. The Rosenberg Eastern Library operated under his supervision.

In January 1943, Reichskommissariat Ostland in its communication with ERR issued a new order on harmful literature detailing the preservation instructions for Jewish literature. Jewish literature and agitation compilations (Hetzschriften), “secret science” publications (Geheimwissenschaftlichen Schriften) were to be retained only in four libraries of Reichskommissariat Ostland: the Land Library in Riga, Tartu University Library, Central Library in Kaunas (now the Lithuanian National Library) and the former Library of Lenin in Minsk (now the Belarusian National Library). Only two copies for each edition were to be preserved. Jewish
scholarly publications were to be kept in the closed sections of other scientific libraries. The order basically showed the actual situation, therefore, already in the second half of 1943, ERR was able to report that the “cleansing” (Reinigung) of the Baltic States from Jewish literature had been completed, with the exception of some cities in Estonia and Lithuania, as well as rural parishes.83

JEWISH BOOK COLLECTIONS AFTER WORLD WAR II

After World War II, when the U.S. Military Government in Occupied Germany took over the library of the Institute for Research of the Jewish Question (in autumn 1943 it was evacuated from Frankfurt to Hungen), it

74 Antisemitisma institūta darbs [The work of the Institute for Antisemitism]. Tēvija, 1942, №18, p. 3.
76 Der Reichskommissar für das Ostland. Abt. II Pr [Zcheile]. An die Direktion für Kunst und Kulturangelegenheiten Riga 15.12.1941 : Abschrift. LNA, LVVA, Coll. 946 (Mākslas un kultūras lietu direkcija) [Department of Arts and Cultural Affairs], Inv. 1c, F. 36, p. 178.
83 [ERR]. Stand der Arbeit der Hauptarbeitsgruppe Ostland 9.8.43. TsDAVO, Coll. 3676, Inv. 1, F. 146, p. 186.
was transferred to Offenbach, along with the stock of other Nazi institutions. A storage was established in the former I. G. Farben factory complex (Offenbach Archival Depot, OAD) for the compilation of collections displaced by Nazis, identification of former owners and preparation of materials for repatriation to the country of origin. The literature looted by the Nazis came in from Frankfurt, Hirzenhain, Hungen, and other storage facilities. Each page of every volume was turned over, features of provenance were photographed and collected in special albums. More than two hundred Latvian Jewish organizations and individuals were identified, whose property had come at the disposal of the Institute. The Latvian collection was rather selective – mostly, less than ten volumes were preserved from each collection; however, from some schools, societies and even individuals, as many as several hundred or thousand volumes were selected. The largest amount – 2,000 volumes – was obtained at Riga City Jewish Primary School, more than 500 printed materials were stocked up at the Library of Riga Jewish Social Society. The Latvian stock confirmed the memories of Ž. Unāms, the Director of the Land Library, regarding the arbitrary embezzlement by ERR from the collections of the liquidated organisations – books from the libraries of both the Jewish Education Society and Baltinava Jewish Cultural Promotion Society were found at the Institute for Research of the Jewish Question. A strict removal of “harmful” literature was also taking place in other libraries: this is evidenced by the stamps in the books of the Institute’s Library from the public libraries of Rīga, Daugavpils, Liepāja. It is believed that the array of Jewish literature from commercial libraries had been destroyed in paper mills, since copies from only a few libraries (for example, S. Adelberg) have been discovered.

As the local Jewish community was almost completely destroyed (about 70,000 Latvian Jews died), and Latvia was under the Soviet occupation, which was not recognised by the United States, it was decided not to repatriate the Baltic Jewish property. In February 1949, the U.S. Military Government in Occupied Germany concluded a memorandum of agreement with the Jewish Restitution Successor Organization and the “Jewish Cultural Reconstruction” which was entrusted with further searches for the owners of the values from the Baltics and distribution of the property of non-owners. Already in September part of the stock was taken to Israel. The remaining Baltic Jewish books were transferred to the “Jewish Cultural Reconstruction” warehouse in Paris, and a new trusteeship was announced. In 1951, books that remained ownerless or whose owners were unidentifiable, were distributed to Israel, Western
Hemisphere and other countries (to the 40:40:20 ration). Unfortunately, there are no exact data on further paths thereof. Jewish stock looted by the Nazi are scattered around the world: a part of the books can be found at the Library of the United States Congress, the Harvard University Library, the Jewish National and University Library in Jerusalem, and others. The United States alone has 48 organisations that received Jewish books from the “Jewish Cultural Reconstruction”. Although the ex libris of the “Jewish Cultural Reconstruction” was to be attached to the books, in many cases this was not done; the books were released in other stocks or even sold. Their identification and research on provenance is difficult.

In 1945, compensating for the loss of Belarusian libraries during the years of Nazi occupation, the Communist authorities sent to Minsk 54 wagons of literature from the Rosenberg Eastern Library, which by the end of the war was located in Ratibor. This literature was included in the Belarusian scientific libraries, mainly in the current National Library of Belarus (NLB). Encouragingly, NLB carries out provenance research of the copies and includes information about their previous owners in electronic catalogue. Its preliminary research suggests that NLB also keeps Jewish literature from Latvia.

Conclusions

During World War II Latvia lost almost all the Jewish book heritage. By handing over library stock of Jewish societies, private schools and companies to state and municipal authorities upon closing many synagogues, the Communist authorities did a favour to the Nazi power by launching a concentration of the property of Nazi “enemies”. The same is true for recycling Jewish non-communist publications issued in the free Republic of Latvia, leaving only a limited number of copies of each edition in restricted collections. Although the detailed Nazi reports on Jewish libraries of Latvia have not been found in the archives, the available documents make it possible to draw conclusions about the general Nazi guidelines and activities on book heritage of their main “enemies”. Their strategy was the same as in the other occupied territories: the non-Jewish literature was distributed to different institutions upon request; while Jewish publications were kept in a limited number of copies only for Nazi research and propaganda purposes. Access of local readers (with certain exceptions) to the “enemies” literature was not planned. Thus, the Nazis continued and expanded the relocation, division and destruction of Jewish libraries, subjecting private book collections to this process as well. From the massive pre-war Jewish book stocks mainly local editions have remained in the major scientific libraries of Latvia, but they are not kept together; instead, they have been grouped into different sub-collections.

Therefore, the study of publishing activities and other aspects of cultural history of Latvian Jews, based on local Jewish publishings and historical collections, is very limited. It would be desirable for libraries that have taken over the Baltic Jewish collections to carry out in-depth studies of provenance and updated databases with information about the former owners of printed works and manuscripts. This would allow for the enrichment of historic sources of Jewish books and libraries, at the same time strengthening the memory of the Holocaust victims.
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LATVIJOS ŽYDŲ KNYGŲ KELIAI ANTROJO PASAULINIO KARO METU

Jana Dreimane

Santrauka

Žydiai buvo viena iš aktyviausių etninių grupių nepriklausomoje Latvijos Respublikoje. Jie buvo susibūrę į daugiau nei šimtą draugijų, užsiimančių švietimo, socialinės rūpynos, sporto ir atskirų profesijų interesų gynimu. Beveik kiekviena sinagoga, t. y. žydų maldos namai, veikė net ir keliose parapijose. Žydų draugijos ir mokyklos buvo sukurpusios literatūros kolekcijas jidiš ir hebrajų kalbomis. Didžiausią biblioteką turėjo Rygos žydų švietimo draugija, jos fonduose 1930 m. buvo sukaupta daugiau nei 13 000 knygų.


Pasibaigus Antrajam pasaulyje karui, toliau buvo dalijamos nacių užgrobtos ir kitur perkeltos žydų kolekcijos. Sovietų kariuomenės taryba didžiųją Rosenbergo Rytų bibliotekos dalį perkėlė į Minską ir perdavė ją didžiausioms Baltarusijos mokslinėms bibliotekoms. Kadangi visa žydų bendruomenė Latvijoje buvo išnaikinta Holokausto metu, pagal susitarimo memorandum-
mą, kurį pasirašė JAV karinė vyriausybė okupuotai Vokietijai, Žydų turto restitucijos ir Žydų kultūros atkūrimo organizacijos, literatūra, priklausanti Žydų klausimo tyrimo instituto bibliotekai, buvo išdalyta įvairioms bibliotekoms, universitetams, religiniams organizacijoms Izraelyje, JAV ir kitose šalyse. Nors visos šios knygos turėjo būti pažymėtos „Žydų kultūros atkūrimo“ ekslibrisu, daugelis bibliotekų šio reikalavimo nesilaikė. Dėl šios priežasties sudėtinga nustatyti šių knygų nuosavybę.

Antrasis pasaulinis karas ir okupaciniai režimai visiškai pakeitė Latvijos bibliotekų tinklą ir struktūrą. Dėl bibliotekų perkėlimo, cenzūros ir niokojančių karo veiksmų buvo prarasta daug istorinių kolekcijų, įskaitant ir Latvijos žydų sukauptas kolekcijas.

REIKŠMINIAI ŽODŽIAI: Latvijos žydų bibliotekos, nacių režimas, Reichsleiterio Rosenbergio operatyvinio štabo okupuotoms sritims (Einsatzstab Reichleiter Rosenberg) Darbo grupė, Holokaustas, perkeltos knygos.
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